The origin of the infrared activity of rock salt is discussed in terms of the free vibrations of the crystal. Experimental data on the Reststrahlen frequencies and on the frequency displacements of scattered radiation are used to explain the spectroscopic behavior of rock salt in the near infrared.
Rock salt was one of the first minerals of which the crystal structure was established by x-ray analysis. Its structure may be described in simple terms as made up of two interpenetrating lattices, each composed of atoms of one kind. The sodium atoms in one lattice are surrounded by six chlorine atoms in the other lattice and vice versa, in such manner that the grouping exhibits cubic symmetry. The sodium and chlorine atoms appear interspersed with each other in the cubic planes of the structure, while in the octahedral planes they appear separately in alternate layers.
The transparency of rock salt over a wide spectral range extending from 0.2 to 10 /i makes it a material of first-rate importance in applied optics and especially for use as dispersing prisms in the infrared. The dispersive power of rock salt is very low, between 1 and 5 u, but improves at greater wavlengths. On the other hand, the absorption which is negligible at 10 becomes sensible at 13 and increases rapidly beyond 15 . Hence, rock salt may best be used as a prism material for infrared spectroscopy between 7 and 14 u. It ceases to be useful beyond 15 A.
It is well known that rock salt exhibits, in the region of long wavelengths, a high reflecting power which reaches its maximum value of about 90% at 54 . The strength of this reflection falls off rapidly at shorter wavelengths and is negligibly small for all wavelengths less than 33 A. The fall is less rapid for wavelengths greater than 54 /u and the reflecting power reaches a limiting value of about 20% at 100 . These facts call for explanation; in particular, it may be
The author is the director of the Raman Research Institute, Ban-alore, India. Received 2 February 1962. asked why, at 15 yu which is outside the spectral region of strong reflections, the absorbing power is nevertheless large enough to impair the usefulness of the material for infrared spectroscopy. It is proposed in this paper to review briefly the contents of a memoir by the author which has been recently published and in which the spectroscopic behavior of rock salt has been discussed in detail.'
The Free Vibrations of the Structure
The dispersion, absorption, and reflection of infrared radiation by a crystal are effects arising from the interaction of the electromagnetic field in the radiation with the structural units composing the crystal. As a first step toward an understanding of these effects, it is necessary to consider the nature of the spectrum of the free or spontaneous vibrations of these structural units. We may deduce their modes and frequencies by the methods of classical mechanics. For this purpose, the atomic nuclei may be regarded as simple mass particles and the electronic clouds surrounding them as massless springs which hold the structure together. The relevant theory is fully set out in the memoir cited above and it is sufficient here to state the results to which it leads.
It emerges that the vibrational mode of highest frequency of the rock salt structure is one in which the atoms of sodium and chlorine oscillate against each other in opposite phases. Eight other modes of free vibration are also possible. They may be described simply in terms of the crystal structure: four of the modes are oscillations of the cubic layers, while the other four modes are oscillations of the octahedral layers, the movement alternating in phase from layer to layer, and being either normal or tangential to those layers. Since the oscillations of the sodium and chlorine atoms may be either in the same phase or in opposite phases, we have four modes for the cubic layers and four modes for the octahedral layers, and hence eight in all. The oscillations of the sodium and chlorine atoms located in the same cubic layers would be coupled with each other. But the oscillations of the sodium and chlorine atoms, appearing as distinct layers in the octahedral planes, would be independent.
The Origin of Infrared Activity
We next proceed to consider the relation between the free vibrations of the structure of the crystal and the effects arising from the passage of infrared radiation through it. The electric field in the incident radiation acts both on the positively charged nuclei and on the negatively charged electrons. But in all the modes of vibration with which we are concerned, there are as many positively charged nuclei moving in one phase as there are others moving in the opposite phase. It can be shown that, as a consequence, the displacements of positive charge when totaled up cancel out in all the modes under consideration. Hence, the free vibrations of the structure cannot be excited by the forces exerted by the field on the atomic nuclei. Necessarily, therefore, the movements of the atomic nuclei can have no effect on the radiation passing through the crystal.
We conclude that the infrared activity of the crystal arises solely by reason of the forces exerted by the field on the negatively charged electrons and of the resulting movements; such activity is only possible when the displacements of negative charge produced do not cancel out when summed up over each structural unit.
Since the electrons are held in position by their interactions with each other and with the positivelycharged nuclei, the displacements of negative charge induced by the field would necessarily disturb the nuclei from their positions of equilibrium. But the nuclear movements thus arising would not contribute to the infrared activity. Thus, while in the free vibrations of the structure, the massive, positively charged nuclei play the leading role and the electrons a subsidiary one, the situation is reversed in respect of the infrared activity, the electrons here playing the leading role and the nuclei a subsidiary one. In other words, the spectrum of free vibrations and the spectrum of infrared absorption are essentially different in their nature and origin. Both being properties of the same structure, we may expect to find some resemblances, but nothing in the nature of an identity or complete correspondence is to be expected.
The Reststrahlen Reflections
The considerations set forth above indicate that the mode of vibration in which the sodium and the chlorine atoms oscillate in opposite phases would be that exhibiting by far the strongest infrared activity. Their approach and recession would be accompanied by a periodic movement of the electronic cloud located between each pair of nuclei. The effects due to the displacements of electric charge in the successive cells of the structure would be additive and would thereby attain a large magnitude. Indeed, the activity may be expected to be so great that secondary radiations would emerge from the units of the structure along the external boundary of the crystal and conspire to give a powerful surface reflection. There would also be a strong absorption and extinction of the radiation actually penetrating into the crystal.
As a matter of actual observation, the surface reflection appears with great strength between 50 y and 60 p, its maximum of intensity being at 54 u. On the other hand, the minimum of transmission by very thin films of rock salt appears at about 60 ,, being thus displaced a little further into the infrared. In what follows, we shall take 56 1S to be the wavelength corresponding to the frequency of the strongly active mode of free vibration of the rock salt structure.
Infrared Activity of Higher Orders
The absorption of infrared radiation arises when the electromagnetic energy of the field is taken up and transformed into vibrational energy in the crystal.
When the frequencies of the field and the mechanical vibration are identical, a quantum of radiational energy changes over to a quantum of vibrational energy. There are also other possibilities: the energy of the radiation taken up by the crystal may appear as two, three, or a larger number of quanta of vibrational energy. Thus, we are led to expect, besides the intense absorption around 56 At, a series of other absorptions around 28 p, 19 bt, and 14 pu, respectively. They may be referred to as the absorptions of the second, third, and fourth orders, respectively. The possibility of observing the higher orders of absorption arises by reason of the first-order absorption being itself of great strength. The absorptions of higher order would necessarily be weaker and of progressively diminishing strength with increasing order. Nevertheless, when the absorption path is sufficiently increased, their effect on the transmission should be observable. That the lack of transparency of rock salt at wavelengths greater than 15 g, which renders it unusable as material for dispersing prisms, is due to these absorptions of higher order may be inferred from the observed facts of the case. The absorption at 14 / is noticeable when the thickness of the plate is 5 cm or more, but it ceases to be significant when the absorption path is reduced to 3 cm or less. Yet in this range of thickness, there is a complete cutoff of the incident radiation commencing at 19 g and extending to greater wavelengths. Reducing the thickness to 15 mm produces but little observable change in this behavior, the wavelength of cutoff drifting slightly to 20 . Not until the thickness is reduced to 1 mm or so does the transmission at 19 become at all comparable with that observed at 14 ,u with far larger thicknesses. To obtain such a free transmission at 28 ,, the path has to be further reduced to about 50 4, while only films which are a few microns thick would give an observable transmission at 56 . It is evident from such facts that we are dealing with absorptions of altogether different orders of magnitude in these four cases.
The Infrared Activity of the Other Modes
We have now to consider the eight other modes of free vibration mentioned earlier. By reason of the vibrations being in opposite phases in the alternate layers, the displacements of electric charge in all the eight modes cancel out in the first approximation.
But in the case of the four coupled oscillations of the sodium and chlorine atoms appearing in the cubic layers, the displacements of electric charge do not cancel out in the second approximation; there is a surviving component having twice the frequency of the mode under consideration. Hence these coupled vibrations would be strongly infrared active, but with doubled frequency in each case.
Taking 56
as the wavelength of maximum infrared activity, the wavelengths corresponding to the four modes referred to may be theoretically estimated to be 66 /i, 78 /u, 90 /u, and 108 4, respectively.
The halved wavelengths at which their second-order activity would manifest itself would therefore be 33 g, 39 ,, 45 ,, and 54 , respectively. The foregoing figures enable us to understand why the spectral region in which the strong surface reflections appear extends toward shorter wavelengths up to 33 ,4 and terminates at that wavelength. This extension is clearly the result of the superposition of the effects due to these modes and that of the mode of greatest activity. The activities of these modes appearing at 33 ,y, 39 ji, 45 M, and 54 IL are likewise responsible for the features noticeable in the spectral transmission curves of thin plates and thin films of rock salt at these wavelengths. These features have been observed and reported by Mentzel and by Barnes and Czerny in their studies on the infrared behavior of rock salt.
By reason of their symmetry properties, the vibrations of the sodium and chlorine atoms appearing in the layers parallel to the octahedral planes can exhibit no infrared activity. They, and indeed all the other modes as well, are accessible to observation by other spectroscopic methods. In this way, all the nine characteristic wavelengths of rock salt can be determined: viz., 56 , 59 p, 64 /', 66 4, 71 4, 78 , 85 4, 90 4, and 108 . These wavelengths form a nearly continuous sequence extending into the region of great wavelengths far beyond that at which the maximum intensity of surface reflection appears. We are thereby enabled to understand why the spectral region, in which strong surface reflections appear, extends up to 100 4 An intense excitation of the electrons in a thin layer adjacent to the surface of the crystal must of necessity involve all the nine possible modes of vibration and not only that of the mode of highest frequency. The strength of the excitation of any particular mode would be determined by the difference between its frequency and that of the most highly active mode. It would, therefore, fall off steadily as we recede from the mode having the highest activity towards lower frequencies and longer wavelengths.
The Spectrum of Light Scattering
The picture of the dynamical behavior of the rock salt structure and its relation to the infrared behavior of the crystal briefly summarized above finds a striking confirmation in the results of two other entirely independent lines of research. The first is the evaluation of the thermal energy of rock salt over the whole range of temperatures extending from absolute zero upwards, the theoretically determined and spectroscopically confirmed frequencies of vibration of the structure and their respective degeneracies being the basis of the calculation. To enter into this subject would take us beyond the field of applied optics; we shall therefore here only deal with the other line of investigation. This is a spectroscopic method closely related to the field of infrared studies, viz., the study of the spectral shifts observed in the scattering of monochromatic light in its passage through rock salt.
The frequency shifts observed in the scattering of light arise from the periodic changes in the optical scattering power of the structural units in the crystal. These changes are produced by their internal vibrations and hence the observed shifts may usually be identified with the frequencies of the vibrations. But in a particular class of cases, frequency shifts are recorded with notable intensity in the spectrum of the scattered light, which are double the frequency of the vibrations of the structure. The frequency shifts observed with rock salt are all of this kind, and the reason for this is not far to seek: In each of the nine modes of free vibration, we find a sodium atom approaching a chlorine atom on one side and simultaneously receding from a chlorine atom on the other side, and vice versa. The increased scattering power due to the approach is set off by the decrease due to the recession and cancels out in the first approximation. But in the second approximation, there is a residue left over, and this would evidently be periodic but with a doubled frequency.
The spectrum of the scattering of light in rock salt was successfully recorded several years ago by Rasetti in a noteworthy investigation. The microphotometer record of the spectrum obtained by him is reproduced from his paper as Fig. 1 . The frequency shifts in wavenumbers have been marked in the figure. The record shows the position of the exciting radiation (2536.5 A) from a water-cooled mercury are enclosed in quartz which was placed between the poles of an electromagnet in order to eliminate the self-reversal of the emitted radiation. The frequency shifts were both negative and positive, and they appeared respectively to the left and to the right of the position of the exciting radiation in the microphotometer trace.
The negative shifts are recorded with great intensity and, being overexposed in the original spectrogram, are not so clearly resolved from each other in its microphotometer trace as the positive shifts. These latter appear as successive steps in the record, and the respective frequency shifts are easily read off from their displacements with respect to the X 2536.5 line. It will be seen that all the nine different frequency shifts may be clearly recognized. Their values as read off from the record on the right-hand side are in excellent agreement with the doubled frequencies of the respective modes, as theoretically estimated.
The relative intensities of the nine negative-frequency shifts as indicated by Rasetti's microphotometer record are also in satisfactory accord with the estimates based on the nature of the individual modes and their respective degeneracies. It should be mentioned the frequency shifts of :4235 cm-' stand out in Rasetti's original spectrogram as sharply defined lines. They represent the doubled frequency of vibration of the chlorine atoms located in the octahedral layers in which the movements are parallel to these layers. The notable intensity of the 235 cm-' line is a consequence of the eightfold degeneracy of the mode. A 54, 253-304 (1961 
